TAKE AN
OPPORTUNITY
OF A LIFETIME
Teach English in China

teach@ttirecruit.com
(01228) 564538
ttirecruit.com
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INTRODUCTION
TTI Recruitment helps graduates, English teachers, educators,
and university lecturers secure exciting international teaching
jobs. We specialise in placing candidates into some of the
best educational establishments in China.
English speaking University graduates and Teachers are in
high-demand from China’s best and brightest education
providers, TTI helps you find your match.
Work

Why spend money travelling after you graduate? Adventure
and excitement await for graduates interested in teaching
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English abroad. You’ve worked hard while learning, now it’s
time to start earning, with support from TTI.
Teach

Teaching is so rewarding and gratifying. Teaching jobs
overseas offer you the added bonus of cultural exchange
and exploration. TTI teachers also benefit from fully vetted,
safe, supportive work environments and generous salaries.
Travel

The Great Wall, the scenic Li River, the Forbidden City… there
are so many amazing sites to see. When you’re not teaching
English in China, you’ll have ample time to explore the
wonders of one of the world’s oldest civilisations.
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China is our
Specialty
China is one of the best countries to teach English as a
second language, not just because it has some of the
highest paying teaching positions. There’s also a rich and
exciting culture to experience, great food, breathtaking
natural beauty and friendly, welcoming locals.

TTI matches English speaking university graduates and teachers
with China’s best and brightest education providers. Unlike other
international job recruitment firms, TTI specialises in working with
education providers in China. We’ve been helping bridge the
cultural gap between foreign teachers and Chinese companies
for many years.
TTI ensures every candidate is well supported throughout their
teaching journey. We have vast experience of the customs,
culture and opportunities available. All of our host schools are
vetted by our team in person to guarantee you’ll have a friendly,
safe work environment, the tools and support you need, you have
a nice place in which to live and generous remuneration.
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CHINA
HAS SO
MUCH TO
OFFER
It has a fascinating history and thriving cultures dating back thousands
of years. China has one of the world’s strongest economies and is
experiencing massive growth. It’s a major player on the international
stage. This vast and wondrous land has so much to see and do too:
amazing ancient sites, thriving modern construction, delicious cuisine,
jaw-dropping natural beauty and a great variety of sports, arts and
entertainment. The best way to really get to know China is to live and
work there.
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See The Sites

No matter how you like to spend your spare time, China has something
to offer. This massive country has some of the biggest shopping malls in
the world. Explore the many zoos, theme parks and world heritage listed
gardens. Marvel at amazing man-made wonders including the terracotta
army, the great wall, and some of the biggest cities and tallest buildings in
the world.
There are countless ancient sites for history buffs to explore. If you enjoy
nature, you’re spoiled for beautiful places to visit: breathtaking mountains,
vast rivers, beautiful beaches and even exciting underground cave systems
all wait for you to enjoy. Foodies love China too, with a delicious mix of
cuisines available in every city. Sports, arts and culture also thrive in China.
There really is something for everyone.

A Land Of Opportunity

When it comes to its economy, China’s going from strength to strength.
It’s experiencing rapid growth and is set to soon overtake the USA as the
world’s largest economic power. Much of its success is due to the thriving
manufacturing sector, which accounts for over 40% of China’s GDP. As such,
it’s the world’s largest exporter. It’s also a popular destination for global
businesses to base their manufacturing facilities.
The ‘Chinese Dream’ initiative is encouraging its citizens to envision and
work toward a prosperous and great future. This includes having an
increasingly global view and a goal of being a major cultural influence in
the world. Now’s an ideal time to gain valuable experience in the work and
cultural life of a nation that’s set to be a major economic player well into the
future.
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The Power Of Language

Did you know that Mandarin Chinese is the world’s most spoken first language?
Ever increasingly, politicians, business people and educators are being called upon
to learn Mandarin for their careers. Teaching in China gives you a head start on
learning a language that’s becoming more important globally, every day.
Ready For Business

The nuances of culture and complexities of the ways in which the Chinese do
business can only really be understood by experiencing them in person. Living and
working in China gives you the knowledge and experience many employers desire,

First China
Then The
World

as so many businesses count China as their largest trading partner.
Cross-Cultural Insight

As the world becomes more connected and so many businesses operate on an
international scale, cross-cultural understanding is vital. What’s considered polite
and acceptable in one culture is rude in another. Working in China helps you learn
to adapt to meet the cultural expectations of those with whom you’re working.
Global Know-How

Did you know that 79% of employers say global experience and awareness is more
important than a bachelor’s degree? Teaching in China demonstrates your ability to
be adaptable, professional and effective on an international scale. That makes you
a very attractive prospect for major global employers.
Attractive Skillset
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Teaching English in China’s a great way to develop

No matter where your career takes you after China, you’ll have transferable

unique skills and cultural understanding. The valuable

skills that last for life. Mandarin language skills, adaptability, cross-cultural

experience you gain while teaching in China can take

understanding, global awareness and first-hand experience in international

you a long way, well into the future.

business are all highly sought-after skills in job candidates across many industries.
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POPULATION

7,660,000

FEATURES

West Lake Park, Matsu Islands and Sanfang Qixiang.

LIFESTYLE

Beautiful mountain and seaside scenery, gorgeous forest parks,
temples and ancient architecture. Famous for great seafood and
sweet dishes.
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POPULATION 9,806,000
FEATURES

Xixi National Wetland Park, China National Silk Museum and
West Lake.
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China’s
Sensational
Cities
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LIFESTYLE

Fast growing city known as the capital of leisure, Hangzhou is
clean, beautiful and welcoming. Famous for it’s Longjing tea
production.

H
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The Qutang Gorge, Fengdu Ghost City and Furong Cave.

LIFESTYLE

a fast-growing emerging megalopolis beside the Yangtze, with
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FEATURES

A N G H A

30,484,300

A hub for transport networks and tourism. It’s a major centre
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POPULATION 26,317,104
FEATURES

The Bund, Oriental Pearl TV Tower and Jade Buddha Temple.

LIFESTYLE

Home to historic buildings, great shopping and fascinating

a strong sense of Chinese culture. Chongqing is renowned for

museums. Shanghai is great if you love a busy, bustling city

delicious spicy Sichuan cuisine.

lifestyle.

Great for foodies - the birthplace of Cantonese cuisine, famous
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POPULATION 12,528,300
FEATURES

Window of the World, Splendid China Folk Village and Hong
Kong Wetland Park.

A

Martial Arts Museum and Xiqiao Mountain National Forest Park.

S

The Bruce Lee Ancestral House, Wong Fei-hung Lion Dance
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7,197,394
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China’s Sensational Cities

LIFESTYLE

populace.
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Laomen East Pedestrian Street, Stone City and Ming Palace.

history buffs and culture lovers.
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FEATURES

for culture, education, and research with a very well-educated

POPULATION

LIFESTYLE

POPULATION 8,335,000

its picturesque parks, gardens, palaces and temples. Great for

A

H O N G Q

Big, bustling city, plenty to see and do. It’s world renowned for
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The Great Wall of China, The Forbidden City and Beijing Opera.
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LIFESTYLE

A world-leading hub of tech’ innovation, one of the cleanest

for its ceramics, art and Chinese opera. Also, plenty for sports

Chinese cities with low rent, a wide variety of cuisine and vibrant

lovers to see and do.

nightlife.
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TTI Recruit
Program
Teaching English in China is a great way to kick-off your
career with skills and experiences that will last a lifetime.
There are more than 300 million students keen to study the
English language in China, leading to a high demand for teachers
who are fluent English speakers. Our program provides the
resources you need to succeed in your role: ongoing support
from your host school, Chinese language lessons, and cultural
awareness training.
You’ll have the opportunity to develop your teaching, speaking
and leadership skills while earning a generous income. Once your
contract is completed, you’ll have gained skills, networks and
experience that will help advance your career in future.
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You can apply
anytime, with program
intakes occurring
during February and
September.
It’s not uncommon for a teacher to be
able to save more than 50% of their
income while working in China. As you’ll
be saving money on accommodation,
you’ll already notice a difference in your

Average income

Integration

Bonuses

RMB 16,000 (£1,865, 32354R,

mandarin lessons and cultural

some schools offer paid holidays,

3322AUS$) to RMB 26,000 (£3,100,

awareness training provided.

performance and overtime bonuses.

Support

Social

TTI Recruitment partner (English

your host school will show you around

52575R, 5381AUS$) per month.

bank balance. China also has low utility

Accommodation

costs, very affordable dining and cheap

Provided by host school, or rent

House) HQ in Xian and our regional

your chosen city and you’ll be invited

public transport.

allowance provided.

managers across China, plus the host

to attend social and cultural events.

Flights

Booked by you and reimbursed at the
teach@ttirecruit.com
(01228) 564538
ttirecruit.com
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school provides bi-lingual support.
Health

conclusion of your contract. Although

medical insurance is provided during

some schools will pay flights up front.

your stay.
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Teaching in Private
Language Centres
Are you energetic, passionate and enthusiastic, fun and
good at inspiring other teachers?

Students

4 – 15 years old

Classes

4 -1 2 students

Hours

35 hours, Wednesday to Sunday

Inclusions

Free accommodation, airport transfers, city orientation,
health insurance, bank account set up, arrival and
ongoing training, Chinese SIM card.
Language centres cater to students who want to attend
smaller classes outside of school hours. The focus is
on oral English and conversation with a curriculum
based on the US or UK style. A small number of schools
specialise in reading and writing or business English
classes for grown-ups, but most of these positions are
teaching children aged four to 15.
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Teaching in Public and
International Schools
Are you confident, communicative, flexible, motivated,
organised, and great at lesson planning?

Students

3 – 18 years old

Classes

30 – 50 students

Hours

18 – 20 x 50-minute sessions a week, Monday to

01

Friday.
Inclusions

Free accommodation, airport transfers, city
orientation, health insurance, bank account set up,
arrival and ongoing training, Chinese SIM card.

The demand for English teachers in China’s public schools is
growing fast. Passionate and enthusiastic educators are highly
sought after to fill highly paid roles in exclusive and established
international and private schools.
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Your Journey Starts
with Simple Steps

UNITED KINGDOM

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AFRICA

+44 (0)1228 564538

(+61) 1300 518 007

+27 (0)21 205 9006

Warwick Mill Business Village

6 Overend Street

Cnr Louws & Tabak Street,

Warwick Bridge Carlisle CA4 8RR

East Brisbane QLD 4169

Southern Paarl Cape Town 7646

For more information or to apply online visit ttirecruit.com or
contact us at teach@ttirecruit.com | (01228) 564538
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